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Introduction 

Although a number of investigations were initiated this past 

year most of our effort \'lias directed toward completing two investi-

gations which had been in progress for a few years. They are: 

(1) beam-plasma interactions and instabilities in Astron, and 

(2) absolute instabilities with arbitrary propagation in mirror 

plasmas. In addltion we examined a problem which could be classified 
. . 

as a fusion reactor technology problem in which we studied the 

thermal efficiency of a mirror reactor with direct conversion using 

two fuel cycles. TI1e results of this investigation have been 

incorporated in a paper soon to be published in Nuclear Fusion. ·A 

.brief discussion of the important results of these investigations will 

be presente~ below. 

1. Beam-Plasma Interaction and Instabilities in Astron 

When a beam of charged particles traverses a plasma &1 interaction 

can occur between the beam particles and the electric field of the 

normal modes of the plasma. If the beam is highly energetic a transfer 

of energy from the beam to the normal modes of the plasma-via the above 

mechanism can result in amplification of the waves -of the plasma. This 

work involves the study of such a situation in the Astron system. This 

instability in the Astron experiments has been labeled the "hybrid" 

instability because it occurs at those relativistic beam cyclotron 

harmonics in the vicinity of the upper hybrid frequency of the back-

ground plasma. 

The model used to predict the beam-plasma instability of the Astron 

system is as follows: A homogeneous, mono-energetic streaming relativis-. \ 



·" 
tic beam of particlc:s propagates thru a homor;eneous Maxwellian pla~mn 

perpendicular to a W1ifonn external magnetic field. ri'he magnetic field 

i's assumed to have no effect on the beam particles except that it 

suggests considering wavelengths which are integral multiples of some 

characteristic dimension of the beam. This dimension has been assumed 

to be the cyclotron orbit radius of the beam particles in the external 

magnetic field. An infinite, homogeneous, linear analysis has been 

performed on the entire set of rl!a.xv-rell equations along with appropriate 

particle equations, that is, relativistic fluid equations for the beam 

particles and Vlasov equation for the plasma particles. The normal 

·modes of the Maxwellian plasma which exhibit the above beam-plasma 

interaction are the "extraordinary" modes. These are the modes which 

have a propagation and electric field vector in a plant perpendicular 

to the external magnetic field. 

The resulting dispersion equation has been solved for waves with 

wavelengths in the beam direction as stated above and wavelengths 

perpendicular to the beam, which in the case of the Astron, are much 

less than the ~layer beam thiclmess in order to comply with the plane 

wave analysis. Choosing· beam and plasma parameters appropriate to the 

Astron system one finds the "strongest" interaction occurring at those 

beam harmonics between the plasma electron cyclotron frequency and the 

upper hybrid frequency, ·and in similar locations. above each subsequent 

plasma cyclotron hannonic. In general, at each beam harmonic, there 

exists unstable regions separated by stable regions in the wavelength 

spectrum of the nonnal modes. In the direction of decreasing wave-

length, the first unstable region represents interaction with the first 

branch of the normal modes, the second region with the second branch 

(near second harmonic of the plasma electron cyclotron frequency) of 
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the normal modes, and so on. As plasma temperature is increased, the;::;e 

unstable regions shift to longer wavelengths thus indicating that a 

given harmoriic could initially be unstable, then become stable as 

plasma temperature and density changed. 

The above model has displayed qualitative and in some cases 

quantitative agreement with what is observed in .the Astron regarding 

the "hybrid" instability. To indicate the direction the analytical 

analysis should proceed, two additional effects were studied. One ~s 

the effect of plasma electron-background neutral particle collisions. 

To first order, this effect showed stabilizing results for all harmonics 

· above the plasma cyclotron frequency and destabilizing results for 

harmonics below the plasma cyclotron frequency after a critical density 

was reached. The e.ffect on the beam-plasma mode at a given beam 

harmonic was found to be most pronounced when the normal mode of the 

plasma was coincident with that harmonic and decreased rapidly when 

this resonance did not exist. 

Another effect studied was energy spread of the beam particles. 

One could analytically treat two cases: zero energy spread, which was 

in the base model, and "wide" energy spread. In this case, "wide" 

means large compared to the rnagni tude of the gro1'lth rate and frequency 

shift of the unstable mode from the beam harmonic frequency. The results 

indicate that energy spread of the beam particles can have a very pro

nounced effect on the stability of the beam-plasma interaction. It 

appears that harmonics below the plasma electron cyclotron frequency may 

be completely stabiliz-ed and that harmonics between the ·plasrria electron 

frequency and the upper hybrid frequency could be quenched with sufficient 

energy spread. 

A paper containing these results is being prepared for publication. 
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2. Absolute Instab11Hies with Arbitrary Propap;ation in MJrror Plasma~~ 

'vJe recall fr>orn previou::·, progress reports that the a:Un of th:i.~.> in--

wJth ar!Jitrary propagation relat:Lve to the confining !113E.netic field Jn 

mirror plasmas. Specifically we wanted to ascertain which of the lmovm 

instabilities are absolute and what are the corresponding threshhold 

densities as well as the corrective growth (or·decay) rates. One 

dimensional analyses where propagation is limited to that along the 
1 magnetic field have been carried out by others and we compare our 

results with theirs. 

The following systems have been analyzed for the.presence of 

absolute instabilities: l) Loss Cone, 2) Modified Loss Cone to include 

a cold ion specie, 3) Drift Loss Cone, 4) Drift Cyclotron, and 

5) The Dory-Guest-Harris mode. In each case we allow for arbitrary 

propagation by considering two diminsions in the wave vector ; . vJe 

have obtained the threshhold density for absolute instability, the wave· 

numbers and the convective growth (or decay) rates for each of the above 

as a function of the electron temperature. We have also obtained the 

variation with ion temperature in the Loss Cone case. Wherever 

possible these results are then compared with one dimensional results. 

~or the Loss Cone, Drift Cone, and Drift Cyclotron Cases the 

density, wave numbers are growth rates do not vary appreciably for 

Te/T . < 10-2 where Te is the electron temperature and T . is the ion ~l . 21 
temperature along the magnetic field. There is, however,· some variation 

for larger values of Te/T . especially in the real parallel wave ~l . 

number cqmponent. The parallel component of the convective gro~h rate 

decreases sharply for Te/T . > 10-2. In the perpendicular direction we ~l 

find a convective decay rate which remains relatively constant·. 
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The magnitude of the absolute instability threshhold density for 

the Dr•ift Cyclotron Ca~>e is about a factor of 55 larger than the Dr:l.rt

Cone case. The Drift Cone density is about 1/2 that of the Loss Cone. 

Hence, we might conclude that the temperature anistr6py is ·a more 

serious instability source than is the plasma' inhomogeneity, i ·.e. the · 

density gradient. · 
I 

The density, wave number and convective.growth (or decay) rate 

for the Loss Cone are much more sensitive functions of the ion temper-

ature anisotropy. With increasing anisotropy we find that l) the 

threshold density decreases; 2) the real parallel wave number increases -

an indication of making the plasma short and stubby for stability; 

.3) the real perpendicular wave number decreases; 4) the parallel convec-

tive growth rate decreqses; and 5) the perpendicular convective decay 

rate increases. 

The one dimensional calculations of ·call en (l), and Beasley and 

Cordey (2) indicate that the threshold density and real parallel wave 

number are given fairly accurately by the one-dimensional analysis 

when the variation with electron temperature is considered. However, 

for accurate values of the convective growth and decay rates, and when 

the ion temperature anisotropy variation is considered, one must use the 

two-dimensional analysis. This results from the greater dependence 

of the perpendicular wave number upon the ion temperature anisotropy 

than upon e.lectron temperature. 

The introduction of a cooler Maxwellian ion component to the hot 

Loss Cone ions results in a stabilizing effect on the instability at 

the first cyclotron harmonic. A really significant effect upon the 

threshold density does not occur, however, until the cold ion fraction 

is increased to nearly 11% of the total ion density. There is very 
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little change in the real wave vector components or in the parallel 

convective growth rate .. However, the perpendicular.convective decay 

rate decreases significantly and even becomes a growth rate, i.e., 

changes sign when the cold ion fraction becomes greater tnan 10%. 

For the Dory-Guest-Harris (3) mode we have confirmed the absolute 

instability for the flute~like modes. Contrary to the conclusions 

of Tataronis and Crawford (4) we have shown that the DGH modes do not 
;)· 

lead to an absolute instability when oblique propagation is considered. 

We have carried this analysis numerically using the Derfler (5) 

criterion for confirming the presence of absolute instabilities in a 

·system. This criterion lends it'self more easily and qUickly to numeri-

cal calculations than that of Briggs (6), and we have demonstrated the 

equivalence of the two in at least one example. 

The results of these investigations are nearly complete and will 

be written up soon for publication. 

3. Thermal Efficiency of Mirror Reactors with Direct Conversion. 

The potential use of mirror machines with direct conversion as a 

fusion power reactor has been extensively studied in recent years. One 

measure of its viability as a power prod~cing system is the thermal 

efficiency - a quantity which reflects the extent to which waste heat 

is rejected into the surroundings. Using an efficiepcy of 50% as basis. 

for comparison we calculated the thermal efficiency of a mirror reactor 

with direct conversion for two fuel cycles. We show on the basis of 

currently available data and caluclations that a D-T mirror reactor 

may be marginally competitive with non-fusion power plants provided 

Post's (7) estimates of the achievable direct conversion and ~ection 

efficiencies prove realistic. The D-H 3 mirror reactor, however, appears e 
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less hopeful unless these efficiencies can be improved considerably 

or the required injection power greatly reduced by some method or other.· 

, ks pointed out in the introduction these results will soon appear in 

an article in Nuclear Fusion . 

. -~. 
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